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Resumo
A indústria automóvel reúne uma grande quantidade de dados sobre vários parâmetros, tais como o
número de carros produzidos e o número de trabalhadores presentes. Estes parâmetros podem ser
utilizados para calcular Indicadores de Performance - KPI de alto nível. Usando técnicas de data
mining e machine learning, um modelo pode ser criado para prever futuros valores de KPI. Isto
permite obter conhecimento oportuno sobre o futuro, de modo a realizar melhores decisões e agir a
priori a alterações indesejáveis nos KPI. Um caso de estudo, o Sistema de Gestão de Performance
na Autoeuropa, foi usado para implementar um modelo preditivo. A metodologia CRISP-DM foi
utilizada neste projeto de data mining. Uma etapa inicial de compreensão do negócio e dos dados
foi realizada de modo a ganhar conhecimento sobre os dados existentes. Estes dados foram depois
refinados e transformados para se adaptarem a cinco modelos diferentes. Estes modelos foram
depois testados e comparados com uma previsão naive, que refere que o KPI de amanhã será o
mesmo que o de hoje. A performance dos modelos foi superior à previsão naive, o que prova a
sua validade.
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Abstract
The automotive industry collects a high quantity of data on several parameters, such as the amount
of cars produced and the number of attending workers. These parameters can then be used to
calculate high level Key Performance Indicators - KPI. Using data mining and machine learning
techniques, a model can be derived to predict future values for the KPIs. This allows for timely
and accurate insights into the future, in order to make better decisions and act a priori on unwanted
variations to the KPIs. A case study, the Performance Management System at Autoeuropa, was
used to implement a predictive model. The CRISP-DM methodology was used for this data mining
project. An initial stage of business and data understanding was performed to acquire a better
knowledge of the existing data. This data was then refined and transformed to fit five different
models. These models were then tested and compared to a naive prediction, which states that
tomorrow’s KPI will be the same as today’s. The models performance was superior to a naive
prediction, which proves their validity.
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“The greatest enemy of knowledge is not ignorance,
it is the illusion of knowledge.”
Daniel J. Borstin
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter an introduction is made both to the project and to the document itself. The Context
(section 1.1) for the project is presented, as well as the Motivation (section 1.2) behind it. The
Objectives (section 1.3) are detailed and the goals well defined. Finally, the Document Structure
(section 1.4) describes the different chapters that compose this dissertation.
1.1 Context
With the markets and customers changing faster than ever before, it is critical for organizations
to be able to detect and act on different conditions. To be able to do so provides an important
competitive advantage for the survival of the organization, because being able to quickly adapt to
such a volatile market is essential to succeed in the new globalized market.
The last decades have provided an important technological leap in the realm of information
science. This allowed for cheaper and larger database systems and more accessible methods for
collecting data in industrial settings. Under these conditions data mining emerged as a discipline
focused on finding information that is both useful, interesting and novel. It combines techniques
from different areas, such as machine learning, statistics and artificial intelligence.
Systems that combine both data mining techniques and the business side of performance mon-
itoring are called Performance Management Systems. These systems are able to support the orga-
nization managers in the decision-making process, by synthesizing and presenting the information
in a clear method. This information is obtained from the data collected by the automatic data
collecting system created in the organization. This data serves as the input for the data mining
techniques and can be used in a multitude of ways, with the most typical being the display of
trends and graphics that present what has happened in the past or is currently happening for a
given metric being monitored.
Another important factor for organizations is that of prediction. Being able to predict how dif-
ferent metrics will behave in the future provides valuable information that organization managers
can use to their advantage. This information ranges from knowing when a client will cancel a
service (based, for example, on diminishing purchases in the previous months) to how an internal
1
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metric will perform in the future. Data mining has, over the years, developed several solutions to
prediction problems and it is one of the main area of focus for this discipline.[8] [9]
1.2 Motivation
Most performance management systems focus exclusively on measuring and presenting the infor-
mation on what happened in the past, and therefore neglect the prediction of metrics. By antici-
pating the future, organizations move from a reactive paradigm to a proactive one. As previously
mentioned, being able to predict the future will allow organizations to manage the uncertain, and
the ability to react quickly and adapt to the competitive and changing environment.[8] [9]
Figure 1.1 displays a pie chart for a survey that was conducted on several organizations, where
the question asked was if they had implemented a predictive analytics system. Most are still
exploring the idea, so those that already have a system in place hold a competitive advantage in
the market.
Figure 1.1: Predictive analytics adopted based on a survey [1]
1.3 Objectives
The objective of this dissertation is to create a predictive model for the main key performance
indicator at Volkwagen Autoeuropa, the "Hours per Unit", that is, the number of hours it takes to
produce a car. This model is to be developed using data mining and machine learning techniques.
The data collected at Volkswagen Autoeuropa, an automobile factory located in Palmela, Por-
tugal. It will be necessary to extract the data and transform it so it can fit a regressive model.
Several models are to be developed, using different algorithms, such as Support Vector Machine
and Partial Least Squares. These models are then compared and the one with the lowest RMSE is
selected. However, as specified by this projects co-supervisor, the RMSE must be lower than 0.25
for it to be reliable.
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1.4 Document Structure
This dissertation is divided into five chapters: Introduction (section 1), State of The Art (sec-
tion 2), Case Study (section 3), Results (section 4) and Conclusion (section 5). The Introduction
presents the context for this dissertation, as well as presenting the problem and the objectives to
attain. In Chapter 2, State of the Art, the existing literature regarding Performance Management
Systems and Data Mining is exposed, as well as a breakdown of several articles, divided by dif-
ferent dimensions. In Chapter 3, the Case Study is presented, detailing the problem to be solved
in Performance Management System of Autoeuropa and the methodology put forward to solve
it. In Chapter 4, the Results obtained are demonstrated for each model, together with the experi-
mental setup to develop them. Finally, a Conclusion is given for this project and ideas for future
development are enumerated.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
In this chapter the state of the art for Performance Management Systems and Data Mining and
Predictive Analytics is presented, in section 2.1 and section 2.2 respectively. Section 2.1 starts
by introducing the subject of Performance Management Systems, followed by a brief history on
the development of these systems, their benefits and the definition of key performance indicators.
Section 2.2 presents a summary on Data Mining in section 2.2.1 and Predictive Analytics in section
2.2.2. The CRISP-DM methodology is detailed in section 2.2.3 and Supervised Learning in section
2.2.4. Finally, several articles are categorized in section 2.3.
2.1 Performance Management Systems
Performance Management Systems (PMS) deal with how an organization uses performance mea-
sures and standards to achieve their desired results. It is concerned with the business processes,
metrics and day-to-day actions that lead to strategic goals. Management can determine a specific
course of action in a given business environment, based on the information presented by the PMS.
These systems start out by allowing the setup of an operation plan that is correlated with the
strategic goals, and also include performance measurement tools. They provide knowledge on the
different possibilities to be assessed for a specific problem, in various possible combinations, so
that the best choice can be selected with confidence. The solution selected for the problem is then
tracked and followed by the system, whose main responsibility is now to document the effects
caused by this solution and warn the managers of unwanted results.[10][11]
2.1.1 Performance Measurement
Measuring performance is an intricate part of Performance Management Systems. It is the pro-
cess of quantifying action, in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. It provides information about
critical aspects of activities, and can be used to analyze the success of an organization’s effort, by
comparing data on what was actually done versus what was planned.
Figure 2.1 shows how the results are usually presented, through charts, grids and trends. This
allow for a visual presentation that is both appealing and engaging to the user.
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Figure 2.1: Performance Measurement
Misconceptions exist about the importance of measuring performance, namely about what it
actually reveals in the processes and activities being measured. Some performance management
systems are based exclusively on performance measurement. Measuring performance doesn’t
reveal how the managers setup the initial targets, how the business environment was when these
actions were conceived and, most importantly, if these metrics being measured actually contribute
to the organization’s success. Without this knowledge, measures can be misleading and, in worst
case scenarios, can promote responses that are ill considered and damage the long-term prospects
of an organization.
For this reason, performance measurements are but a small part of a global Performance Man-
agement System, and therefore the data measured must be used with care. Further research is
necessary to determine the factors that contribute to the measure results, and how changes can be
made when performance is not at an optimal level.[10][11][12]
2.1.2 Historical Development
The historical progress of performance measurement can be divided into three stages:
• 1850-1925, with the development of costs and management accounting. During this phase,
the main accounting techniques were developed. It was during this time period that it be-
came clear that older systems for accounting were insufficient. As businesses evolved into
multiple plants and multi-divisional firms started developing after the First World War, fur-
ther complexity was added. Management accounting solutions were developed, and stan-
dards were set for production and cost reporting, which allowed for comparison of perfor-
mance between different sites. In order to motivate the sales departments to pursue prof-
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itable sales, systems were created to monitor fluctuations in demand and production, as well
as forecasting.
• 1974-1992, with the emergence of multi-dimensional performance measurement frame-
works. The use of budgetary planning and control became widespread during this phase.
However, critics pointed out that these plans lacked strategic focus and encouraged short-
term thinking. They were blamed for the economic decline in the USA during this time,
and, in response, multi-dimensional frameworks were developed. A notable example is
the balanced scorecard, credited with having a major impact in the industry. Compared to
the previous phase, it was during this years that businesses transformed their mindset from
"goods-producing" to "customer-satisfying". This fact, coupled with the reduction of trade
barriers and increasing globalization, increased the range of stakeholders. More emphasis
was also placed on non-financial performance measures. This last point is crucial and the
main advancement during this stage.
• 1992-2000, with the development of strategy maps, business models and cause and effect di-
agrams. These newly developed models, an evolution on the balanced scorecard, translated
the concept of "leading and lagging indicators" into a visual representation where each ele-
ment of performance is linked to another. Organizations developed systems to statistically
correlate the main drivers for success, using historic performance measurement data.[13]
2.1.3 Benefits
To understand the importance of performance management systems, their benefits must be clear.
Common benefits of these systems include:
• Aligning the organization towards its key objectives. By having every member in the
organization work towards a common goal, success is more likely to occur. This can be
accomplished by providing a single source of information and enabling access to selected
information to the end-users.
• Make data actionable. This means compiling the data in a way that the end-users receive
the information they need, in an appropriate level of detail, so that they don’t get information
overload. PMS provide real-time information, and allow users to select data in specific
contexts.
• Eliminating guesswork. When the data lacks structure, managers lack the insight required
to make informed decisions. PMS provide accurate historical data, which promotes fact-
based decisions.
• Creating new insights. PMS can forecast and find patterns that were unknown to the user,
using data mining techniques.[14][15][16]
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2.1.4 Key Performance Indicators
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are quantifiable measures that reflect the critical success factors
for an industry or organization. They gauge and compare performance, in terms of meeting the
proposed goals established by the organization beforehand. Each organization creates their own
KPI, depending on what is crucial for them specifically. KPI are long term considerations, and do
not change very often. However, as the organization’s goals change, the target for a specific KPI
may be altered, to better suit what is critical for them.
Figure 2.2 presents the three waves of KPI development throughout history:
• First Wave: Initially, KPIs focused on what had happened to individual product lines. The
source data was disperse, with some data being stored in Excel spreadsheets and other in
legacy systems. The data was not centralized and structured as a unit, and therefore the
ability to calculate, track and react to KPIs was limited. KPIs were only retrospective and
did not give a clear perspective on what was actually happening.
• Second Wave: During this stage the mindset changed from a single product to an enterprise
perspective. Data was integrated into data warehouses. Frameworks were developed to pro-
vide alignment between company strategies and business initiatives, while being supported
by KPI tracking. The customer perspective was added. An important development was em-
powering the employees with easier access to data and to allow for collaborative decision
making. However, this stage still holds some of the problems the previous stage faced, such
as exclusively focusing on the past and present metrics.
• Third Wave: This stage can be defined as "Predictive KPIs". Focus shifted from simply
recording the metrics to real-time monitoring the KPIs, as well as forecasting them. Mathe-
matical models are now being used to predict future behavior, based on past and current data.
Techniques such as neural nets, regression and decision trees are being used.[2][17][18][19]
Figure 2.2: The Three Waves of KPI Development[2]
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2.2 Data Mining and Predictive Analytics
In this section, Data Mining and Predictive Analytics is defined, followed by a brief summary of
the CRISP-DM methodology and what Supervised Learning is.
2.2.1 Data Mining
Data mining (DM) refers to the practice of analyzing data to discover patterns and trends, as
well as summarizing it into useful information. It uses sophisticated mathematical algorithms to
analyze data from different perspectives, categorize it, and summarize the relationships identi-
fied. It enables organizations to determine existing relationships between internal and external
factors to that organizations success. With this knowledge, organizations can focus on improv-
ing the client experience (for example, send targeted promotional deals to a client based on their
purchasing history) or reduce unwanted behavior (for example, abusive language in multiplayer
video-games).[20][21][22][23]
There are four main areas of focus for Data Mining:
• Automatic discovery of patterns. These patterns are discovered based on the data held by
the organization and, by applying DM techniques, are detected and provide new insight into
previously unknown correlations.
• Prediction of likely outcomes. Based on the patterns in the data, models can be developed
to predict future values (regression) or to classify them (classification). These predictive
models can then be used to improve and assist decision-making, within the organization.
• Creation of actionable information. The information gathered by the DM system is ex-
pected to be useful to the organization, in the sense that the knowledge obtained will be used
to further enhance the stride towards the strategic goals.
• Focus on large data sets and databases. DM thrives in very large databases. Most organi-
zations hold large amounts of data in relational and non-relational databases and, therefore,
DM was developed with that in mind.
2.2.2 Predictive Analytics
Predictive analytics is concerned with embedding data mining into a business process. It can help
companies optimize existing processes, better understand customer behavior, identify unexpected
opportunities, and anticipate problems before they happen. As previously mentioned, it is one of
the four main areas of focus for data mining. Its core elements are the "predictors" and the "target
variables". Multiple predictors can be combined to form a predictive model, which can be used to
forecast future values for the target variables. In some cases, the past values of the target variables
can be used as a predictor for its future value. In the automobile industry, target values can be key
performance indicators, such as the number of cars produced per day.
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Figure 2.3 demonstrates the spectrum of technologies that can be applied within a business
environment. Note that prediction has the highest level of complexity, but also adds the most
value to a business.[23][1][3]
Figure 2.3: Spectrum of Performance Management techniques[3]
2.2.3 CRISP-DM
CRISP-DM stands for Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining [24]. It is the "de facto
standard" for developing data mining projects, boasting many benefits over previous DM method-
ologies, such as focusing on quality of knowledge discovery project results and being tool and
technique independent [25].
The different phases that need to be carried out during a DM project are well defined within this
methodology, as well as the deliverables for each task. CRISP-DM is divided into six phases[24]
• Business Understanding: This phase focuses on understanding the project objectives and
requirements from a business perspective, such as what is critical and assess the situation
in terms of risks and contingencies, then converting this knowledge into a DM problem
definition and a preliminary plan designed to achieve the objectives.
• Data Understanding: The data understanding phase initiates by collecting data, followed
by several activities in order to get acquainted with the data. An important aspect of this
stage is to provide first insights into the data and to verify its quality.
• Data Preparation: The data preparation phase covers all the activities required to construct
the final dataset from the initial raw data. It includes selecting, cleaning, constructing,
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Figure 2.4: Different Phases of the CRISP-DM Methodology [4]
integrating and formatting the data. This stage is particularly iterative, and as such is likely
to be performed repeatedly and not in any prescribed order.
• Modeling: In this phase, various modeling techniques are selected and applied and their
parameters are calibrated to improve values. Several techniques are tested, and models are
generated and assessed. Sometimes it is necessary to take a step back to the previous stage,
Data Preparation, and prepare the data in order to fit the appropriate technique. This is
necessary because different modeling techniques have different requirements.
• Evaluation: The model is further analyzed and evaluated, in order to ensure that the busi-
ness objectives were well understood by the developers and accomplished. This is done by
reviewing the processes used to develop the model. At the end of this phase, a decision
should be reached on how to use of the DM results.
• Deployment: In this final stage, several plans will be developed in order to monitor and
maintain the model previously created, as well as organize and present it in a way that the
customer can use it.
2.2.4 Supervised Learning
Supervised learning takes a known set of input data and known responses to the data, and seeks
to build a predictor model that generates reasonable predictions for the response to new data.[26]
The data is divided into training and testing. The training data is used for designing a model to
find patterns within that data, which can then be used to predict values, within certain parameters,
in the testing data. During the training phase, a portion of the data is used to fit a classifying
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model and, after that is concluded, the testing set is used to predict the class labels to which each
value belongs to. Validation is performed by comparing the predictions by the model and the
actual known labels for each value. The type of target variable to predict determines the type of
algorithm to use: Classification or Regression. Both these cases are detailed below.
Classification is a data mining technique used to fit observations into predefined categories,
based on past observations (training set) which have already been categorized. The accuracy of
the model can be defined as the ratio between the correct predictions out of all possible predictions.
Regression is a statistical methodology that can be used to model a relationship between one
or more independent variables and a dependent variable, which is continuous valued. The data is
assembled on the variables of interest and regression is applied to estimate the quantitative effect
of the independent on the dependent variables.[27][3]
2.3 Predictive Analytics for Performance Management Systems
Research was conducted to find examples of applied predictive analytics in the industry, as well as
general examples of KPI prediction. By categorizing the articles into different dimensions, we can
get a broader view of which areas of expertise each article deals with, and easily select the article
to further analyze it.
Table 2.1 presents the characterization of the selected articles, according to the following di-
mensions: Title, Purpose of the study, Industry, Oriented to, Model Type, Data-Mining Task, Re-
sults Obtained, Algorithms, Dependent-Variable, Predictors, Evaluation Measure and Evaluation
Methodology.[28][29][30][31][8]
Table 2.1: Predictive Analytics for PMS articles
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2.3.1 Dimensions
The dimensions for analysis are:
• Purpose of Study: Where the paper is summarized and the goals presented;
• Industry: The industry each paper focuses on;
• Oriented to:: If the techniques used are based on Data or Events;
• Data-Mining Task: Divided into Regression, Classification and Association Rule Discov-
ery.
• Results Obtained: What was accomplished is detailed here.
• Algorithms: Several algorithms were found, such as linear regression, support vector ma-
chines and neural nets.
• Dependent Variables and Predictors: The variables that were used to implement the mod-
els.
• Evaluation Measure and Methodology: Most of the literature found focused on k-fold
cross validation.
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Chapter 3
Case Study
In this chapter the case study used to develop the predictive model is presented, as well as the
platforms, tools and methodology used to obtain the model. In section 3.1 the case study at
Autoeuropa is explained and detailed, along with the tools available to read the necessary data. In
section 3.2 the problem is formalized and the procedures chosen to handle, prepare and analyze
the data are described, concluding with how the performance was estimated.
3.1 Volkswagen Autoeuropa
Volkwsagen Autoeuropa is a motor vehicle assembly plant. It is located in Palmela, Portugal,
and started producing in 1995. It represents the largest foreign investment carried out in Portugal,
and it has a large, positive impact in the local and national economy [32].
It features a Performance Management System, as described in section 3.1.1, whose main KPI
is Hours per Unit. To be able to predict this KPI would allow for the system operators to act on
undesirable changes a priori, and therefore the design of a predictive model is of high importance.
In the following sections the PMEngine will be further detailed, as well as the problem formalized.
3.1.1 Tools and Software
In the currently implemented PMS, software such as MongoDB, MongoVUE and the PMEngine
are used. To aid in the development of the predictive model, the R programming language was se-
lected, due to its vast assortment of packages and features. MongoDB is an open-source document
database that provides high performance, high availability, and automatic scaling [33]. It favours
.JSON-like documents with dynamic schema, as opposed to traditional rigid table-based relational
databases. MongoVUE is an innovative MongoDB desktop application for Windows OS that pro-
vides an elegant and highly usable GUI to work with MongoDB [34]. R is an integrated suite of
software facilities for data manipulation, calculation and graphical display[35]. It is widely used
by data miners for developing statistical software and data analysis[36]. Rstudio was chosen as
the IDE for this programming language.
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Finally, the most peculiar software on this case study, the PMEngine, was designed to facili-
tate performance measurement in a complex manufacturing environment [37]. It aims to support
decision-makers by gathering, processing and analyzing quantified information on performance
and presenting it in a succinct format. It is designed following a layered architecture approach.
This approach was selected since it makes it possible to divide the concerns of the application into
stacked groups and thus achieve a higher level of flexibility when capturing and handling data from
different sources and then calculating the right metrics in order to evaluate the performance of the
current strategy. This also holds several benefits, such as it leverages the power of information in
industrial management, transforms raw data into meaningful and useful information, handles het-
erogeneous data sources, and reduces operational costs [38]. Figure 3.1) presents the main layers
that compose the PMEngine, from the data extraction and reference models to the KPI calculation
and performance management functions. The PMEngine contains a web interface, for performing
multidimensional analysis and visualizing the data. The user supplies the raw data necessary from
each source to the PMEngine, which then processes this data, and displays it in systematized and
easily understood manner (see figure 3.2).
Figure 3.1: PME Architecture
3.1.2 Key Performance Indicators
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are quantifiable measurements that aim to assess the improve-
ment of a business’s critical success factors and to measure the progress towards its business goals
[39]. KPI’s are updated at regular intervals, providing insight on how certain aspects of a business
evolve and transform throughout time.
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Figure 3.2: PME Web Interface
An extensive analysis [40] was previously conducted at VW Autoeuropa in order to identify
the most relevant KPI’s to the organization. Two KPI’s were pinpointed as the most important:
• HPU, calculated at a daily, weekly and monthly frequency;
• HARBOUR, calculated monthly.
The Hours per Unit - HPU KPI refers to the total number of hours necessary to construct a
car, taking into account internal and external workforce as well as overtime. The HARBOUR
KPI indicates the overall number of hours used directly or indirectly to produce cars, taking into
account all the functional area of the factory, including the logistics, manufacturing, maintenance,
quality, support dedicated and central site services. This thesis is focused on creating a predictive
model for the HPU KPI, which will be further detailed in this section.
The HPU KPI is divided in several layers of performance indicators, which are easily rep-
resented by a hierarchical tree 3.3. Level zero performance indicators (PI0), such as Payroll,
Absence and Overtime, support the linkage between the raw data and the level one and above
performance indicators (PI1+). These indicators relate to each other through well defined math-
ematical formulas , ultimately contributing to the calculation of a key performance index, in this
case, the HPU KPI.
3.2 Predictive Modeling Methodology
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Figure 3.3: HPU’s Perfomance Indicators Hierarchical Tree
3.2.1 Problem Formalization
This thesis aims to create a predictive analytic model for an existing Performance Management
System (PMS) at Volkswagen Autoeuropa. This model will be treated as a regression problem,
because the focus will be on predicting a continuous variable, the Hours per Unit KPI, which is
calculated by the PMEngine on a daily, weekly and monthly basis. Using data mining and machine
learning techniques, we can derive a model to predict future KPI’s, based on previous data and the
developed model. This will enable the client to make better decisions in the future, based on the
information provided by the predictive model. For example, tuning the attributes that contribute to
the calculation of the HPU KPI; if the HPU KPI is too high, reducing the number of workers while
maintaining the same volume of cars will result in a lower HPU KPI. Figure 3.4 shows the block
diagram that constitutes the Performance Management System. The creation of the "Performance
Estimation" block will be the main focus of this thesis. [38]
Figure 3.4: Performance Management System Diagram
Business analysts agree that companies are going to face existential difficulties, if they are not
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able to discover or even anticipate problems and defects in business process executions in time
[41]. As such, it is critically important to develop a predictive model to estimate what the HPU
KPI will be in the future.
Based on the data provided by the client, which includes data spanning from November 2014
to February 2015, a predictive model based on machine learning was developed to provide vital
information on unexpected variations to the HPU KPI. This KPI is to be calculated on a daily basis
and for the whole plant; that is, grouped by all car models and domains.
3.2.2 Data Understanding
As expected in this stage, several tasks were performed to attain knowledge of how the data was
structured and to judge its quality and viability. The first step consisted of reading the data stored
in a Mongo database, using MongoVUE.
Figure 3.5: Flowchart to extract the data from MongoDB for Data Understanding
Table 3.1: MongoDB Data Structure
_id _class name date value tags createdDate lastModifiedDate version
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The _id is the identification key, _class is the same for all rows ; it simply states that all
documents store metrics. name holds the KPI0 (see figure 3.3 for list of KPI0’s). The tags field
contains the tree structure for each KPI. It is divided in 3 layers, CC_Definition, CC_Master and
CC_Name. Each of these layers contains further information about the KPI, such as if it is Core
or Non-Core Business, which area of the factory it was assembled, and which car it refers to.
createdDate and lastModifiedDate, as the names imply, hold the creation and the last modified
dates on the documents. Dates are stored as YYYY-MM-DD which is Year, Month, Day, followed
by HH-MM-SS for Hour, Minute, Second. Lastly, there is the version which is 0 by default.
The data stored in MongoDB was transfered to a R dataframe, which is a list of vectors used
for storing data tables. This structure is appropriate because it is the fundamental data structure
used by most of R’s modeling software[42]. Rmongodb[43], a R package, provided the interface
to MongoDB. However, the tags were not transferred correctly, as this field stores an array and
this library proved incapable of processing this correctly. Not only that, but the fields containing
dates, createdDate and lastModifiedDate, were automatically converted to an Epoch time-stamp.
This actually proved to be very beneficial, as this format is far easier to manipulate and analyze in
R than the YYYY-MM-DD style. See figure 3.5 for a flowchart of the process.
After the KPI0’s were successfully transferred to an R environment, RStudio, several basic
statistical analyses, such as averages, graphics and grouping data by weeks were performed, in
order to get familiar with the data. From those analysis, it became apparent that the data was well
structured, consistent and of high quality. These characteristics are vital for the development of a
good machine learning project [1].
As expected, the data follows a consistent pattern for weekdays but is often inconsistent, and
therefore unpredictable, during the weekends. This happens because, during the weekends, there
is highly variable and often incomplete data. Figure 3.6 presents the HPU for the second week of
November 2014. Note the lack of data for the weekend.
As such, it was decided to base the model exclusively on weekdays, where data is complete.
Figure 3.6: HPU for the 2nd week of November 2014
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3.2.3 Data Preparation
After the data understanding stage is completed, it is necessary to construct and format the data
in an appropriate manner, in order to fit the model to be developed. Based on the PMEngine and
previous KPI analysis, the predictors (independent variables) on table 3.2 were selected because
they ultimately contribute to the calculating the HPU KPI. They are displayed on the web interface
for the PMEngine and are accessible using the POSTMAN extension for Google Chrome. This
allows for a straightforward acquisition and construction of the R Dataframe, which holds 71 rows
of data. These steps are detailed on figure 3.7. On step (1) the data is collected from the database
using POSTMAN, on step (2) POSTMAN exports the .JSON data to an excel file, which then
converts, on step (3), to an appropriate format so it can be read by the jsonlite package for R.
Figure 3.7: Flowchart to extract and construct the data for Data Preparation
On table 3.2, Volume holds the number of cars produced that day, AVG_Abseenteism the
number of people missing, Overtime_Hours the number of extra hours, AVG_Train the number
of hours workers spent on training sessions, ExtendedAttendingInTime is the number of workers
attending work that day, HPU is the HPU KPI, and HPUnextDay is the HPU KPI for the next
day.
Table 3.2: Predictive Model Structure
Independent Variables Dependent Variable
Volume AVG_Abseenteism Overtime_Hours AVG_Train ExtendedAttendingInTime HPU HPUdiaSeguinte
3.2.4 Performance Estimation Methodology
To estimate the model performance, two methods will be used:
• Comparison with Naive Prediction:The model created is intended to perform better than
a naive estimation, which simply states that all forecasts are simply set to be the value of
the last observation. That is, the forecasts of all future values are set to be yT , where yT is
the last observed value [44].
• Root Mean Square Error: This frequently used measure is based on the difference between
values predicted by a model and the values actually observed. It aggregates the magnitudes
of errors and presents it in a single measure of predictive power, and is regularly quoted as
the standard statistical metric to measure a model performance[45]. As requested by the
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client, the RMSE is ideally lower than 0.25. The formula for calculating the RMSE is the
following:
RMSE =
√
1
n
n
∑
t=1
e2t (3.1)
Chapter 4
Results
In this chapter the results obtained are presented, along with the algorithms and software utilized.
In section 4.1 the techniques employed for data splitting and the algorithms are detailed, as well
as the software used. In section 4.2 the exploratory data analysis performed is discussed, and in
section 4.3 the results obtained are analyzed.
4.1 Experimental Setup
4.1.1 Data Splitting
Data splitting is required for reliable estimation of model performance by testing it on different
data than the one used to train in. Otherwise results would be too optimistic, and the accuracy of
forecasts can only be determined by considering how well a model performs on new data that was
not used when fitting the model. It consists of partitioning the data into two separate blocks: Train
and Test (see fig.4.1). This is performed to ensure a good generalization ability of the model. The
training set is used to optimize model parameters (train the model); the test set is used to estimate
the predictive accuracy of the model in new cases. This is performed because testing on training
sets would be of little value, as it would be unreliable. At the end of the training process, the final
model should predict adequate outputs and be able to generalize well to previously unseen data.
There are several techniques available for data splitting. However, considering that in this
model time is of crucial importance, it is preferable to focus on data splitting for time series, such
as rolling forecasting origin techniques that move the training and test sets in time. This involves
setting an initial window for the training set and an horizon for the number of consecutive values
in test set sample. The initial window was set up at 50 and the horizon valued as 1, so initially the
model takes 50 days and then increases by 1 each time it iterates. Fig. 4.2 shows an example of
how the rolling forecasting origin technique operates.[46][5][47][6][48]
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Figure 4.1: Data Splitting[5]
4.1.2 Algorithms
Four algorithms were selected based on their availability on the caret package and the existing
literature supporting their effectiveness. The chosen algorithms are the following:
• Random Forest: It is an ensemble learning method that construct a number of decision trees
at training time and output the mean prediction of the individual trees. Random Forests
are a combination of tree predictors where each tree depends on the values of a random
vector sampled independently with the same distribution for all trees in the forest. The basic
principle is that a group of “weak learners” can come together to form a “strong learner”
[49].
• Support Vector Machine: This is a learning algorithm with associated learning algorithm,
used both for regression and classification analysis. When used as a regression model, it is
usually called Support Vector Regression (SVR). It uses the same principles as SVM, that is,
it represents the examples as points in spaces, mapped so that the examples of the separate
categories are divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. New examples are then
mapped into that same space and predicted to belong to a category based on which side of
the gap they fall on. However, because the output is a real number it becomes very difficult
to predict the information at hand, which has infinite possibilities. Because of this, a margin
of tolerance (ε) is set in approximation to the SVM. The main idea is: to minimize error,
individualizing the hyperplane which maximizes the margin, keeping in mind that part of
the error is tolerated. Training the original SVR means solving:
minimize
1
2
‖w‖2 (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: Rolling Forecasting Origin Technique[6]
subject to
yi−< w,xi >−b≤ ε< w,xi >+b− yi ≤ ε (4.2)
where xi is a training sample with target value yi. The inner product plus intercept <w,xi> +
b is the prediction for that sample, and ε is a free parameter that serves as a threshold: all
predictions have to be within an ε range of the target values.[50][7][51]
• M5: The M5 algorithm, developed by J. R. Quinlan, is a tree-based piecewise linear model.
Model trees combine a conventional decision tree with the possibility of linear regression
functions at the leaves. In the first stage, a decision-tree induction algorithm is used to build
the tree. The first step of this stage consists of building a model tree to compute the standard
deviation of the target values of cases in T. T is then split on the outcome of a test. Every
potential test is evaluated by determining the subset of cases associated with each outcome,
where Ti denotes the subset of cases that have the ith outcome of a potential test. If we treat
the standard deviation sd(Ti) of the target values of the case in Ti as a measure of error, the
expected reduction in error as a result of the test can be written:
∆error = sd(T )−∑
i
|T |
|T | × sd(T ı) (4.3)
After examining all possible tests, M5 chooses the one that maximizes this expected error
reduction. The next stage consists of pruning the tree, where each non leaf node of the
model tree is examined, and M5 selects as the final model for this node either the simplified
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Figure 4.3: Support Vector Regression[7]
linear model above or the model sub-tree, depending on which has the lower estimated
error. The final stage consists of using a smoothing process to compensate for the sharp
discontinuities that will inevitably occur between adjacent linear models at the leaves of the
pruned tree.[52][53]
• Partial Least Squares: It is a technique that generalizes and combines features from prin-
cipal component analysis and multiple regression. The main purpose of partial least squares
regression is to build a linear model, Y=XB+E, where Y is an n cases by m variables re-
sponse matrix, X is an n cases by p variables predictor (design) matrix, B is a p by m regres-
sion coefficient matrix, and E is a noise term for the model which has the same dimensions
asY.[54][55]
4.1.3 Software
The R language, through its IDE Rstudio, was used for developing the predictive model. R has
multiples packages, which are collections of R functions, data and compiled code in a well-defined
format [56]. The caret package, which stands for Classification And REgression Training was
selected for experimental evaluation. This package focuses on simplifying model training and
tuning across a wide variety of modeling techniques. It also includes methods for pre-processing
the training data, calculating variable importance, and model visualization. It was built with sev-
eral goals in mind, such as eliminating syntactical differences between many of the functions for
building and predicting models and to develop a set of semi-automated, reasonable approaches for
optimizing the values of the tuning parameters. It is also possible to perform initial stages of a
machine learning project, such as data splitting and pre-processing.[57]
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4.2 Exploratory Data Analysis
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is an approach/philosophy for data analysis that employs a
variety of techniques, mostly graphical, in order to maximize insight into a data set, uncover un-
derlying structure and to detect outliers and anomalies. It is part of the data preparation stage in the
CRISP-DM methodology, and an approach to data analysis that postpones the usual assumptions
about what kind of model the data follow, with the more direct approach of allowing the data itself
to reveal its underlying structure and model. It allows for the discovery of features that perhaps
were not anticipated in advance.[58] Two examples were selected to illustrate the importance of
EDA and how unexpected correlations can be found in the data.
Figure 4.4 presents a scatter-plot for the attributes Overtime_Hours and AVG_Abseenteism.
We can conclude that, in general, the more employees are absent from work (higher AVG_Abseenteism),
the higher the number of overtime hours are needed to complete the tasks necessary for that day
(higher Overtime_Hours).
Figure 4.5 presents a Kernel Density plot for the Volume attribute. This reveals that the Vol-
ume, that is, the number of cars produced that day, is most likely to be around 485 cars, with some
outliers at 420 and 440 cars.
Figure 4.4: Overtime_Hours vs AVG_Abseenteism Scatterplot
4.3 Results
The results, as presented by the caret package, are displayed in the following sections. Each
plot has the predicted values by that algorithm (colored line) and the real values in the testing set
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Figure 4.5: Volume Kernel Density Plot
(black line). The predicted values, for each algorithm, are aggregated on table 4.7. Each algorithm
was ran under these conditions:
• 71 samples
• 6 predictor
• Pre-processing: centered, scaled
• Resampling: Rolling Forecasting Origin Resampling (1 held-out with no fixed window)
• Summary of sample sizes: 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, ...
4.3.1 Random Forest
Resampling results across tuning parameters (Table 4.1). RMSE was used to select the optimal
model using the smallest value. The final value used for the model was mtry = 6, where mtry is
the number of variables randomly sampled as candidates at each split [59].
Table 4.1: Random Forest Performance
mtry RMSE Rsquared RMSE SD
2 0.41 NaN 0.28
3 0.39 NaN 0.25
4 0.36 NaN 0.23
5 0.35 NaN 0.22
6 0.33 NaN 0.21
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Figure 4.6: Random Forest Plot
4.3.2 Support Vector Machine
Resampling results across tuning parameters (Table 4.2). Tuning parameter ’sigma’ was held
constant at a value of 0.80. RMSE was used to select the optimal model using the smallest value.
The final values used for the model were sigma = 0.80 and C = 0.25, where the parameter “C”
relates to the cost function (it gives weight to the data) and sigma to the kernel used to map the
input data into a feature space f where each coordinate corresponds to a gaussian applied to the
distance to a given point in the training set [60].
Table 4.2: Support Vector Machine Performance
C RMSE Rsquared RMSE SD
0.25 0.31 NaN 0.22
0.5 0.34 NaN 0.25
1.00 0.37 NaN 0.28
2.00 0.43 NaN 0.35
4.00 0.47 NaN 0.39
8.00 0.48 NaN 0.41
16.00 0.51 NaN 0.43
32.00 0.54 NaN 0.48
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Figure 4.7: Support Vector Machine Plot
4.3.3 M5
Resampling results across tuning parameters (Table 4.3). RMSE was used to select the optimal
model using the smallest value. The final values used for the model were pruned = Yes, smoothed
= Yes and rules = Yes.
Table 4.3: M5 Performance
pruned smoothed rules RMSE Rsquared RMSE SD
Yes Yes Yes 0.32 NaN 0.24
Yes Yes No 0.32 NaN 0.24
Yes No Yes 0.32 NaN 0.24
Yes No No 0.32 NaN 0.24
No Yes Yes 0.75 NaN 0.96
No Yes No 0.38 NaN 0.29
No No Yes 0.44 NaN 0.39
No No No 0.48 NaN 0.41
Figure 4.8: M5 Plot
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4.3.4 Partial Least Squares
Resampling results across tuning parameters (Table 4.4). RMSE was used to select the optimal
model using the smallest value. The final value used for the model was ncomp = 5.
Table 4.4: Partial Least Squares Performance
ncomp RMSE Rsquared RMSE SD
1 1.23 NaN 3.85
2 0.92 NaN 2.63
3 0.67 NaN 1.54
4 0.66 NaN 1.48
5 0.65 NaN 1.35
Figure 4.9: Partial Least Squares Plot
4.3.5 Naive Prediction
RMSE was estimated as 0.43 for the 21 rows at table 4.7.
Figure 4.10: Naive Prediction Plot
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4.3.6 Aggregated Results
All plots were aggregated in figure 4.11. Each line represents the prediction from each algo-
rithm, according to the color scheme detailed in the previous sections. The predicted values, for
each model, can be consulted on table 4.7. The RMSE for all algorithms are displayed on table
4.5. Based on these values, it can be inferred that the algorithm with the best performance is the
Support Vector Machine. A lower RMSE implies a a greater correlation between the model de-
veloped and the real data set, which is a good method for deciding the best model. The selected
model also has a better performance than the Naive Prediction method, which validates the neces-
sity of using a machine learning model for this problem. It is important to note that the RMSE
for all models is based on the resampled estimates calculated using the test set. Once the model
figures out the right tuning parameter settings, it refits using all the data (Train and Test set). The
model from that data is used to make the new predictions (Table 4.7).[61].
Figure 4.11: Aggregated Results Plot
Table 4.5: Aggregated RMSE Results
RF SVM M5 PLS NAIVE
0.33 0.31 0.32 0.65 0.43
Table 4.6: Aggregated Average Prediction Results
RF SVM M5 PLS NAIVE
27.81 27.87 27.92 27.89 27.89
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Table 4.7: Aggregated Predictions
RF SVM M5 PLS NAIVE REAL
27.79 28.06 27.99 28.13 28.06 27.91
27,4902 27.99 27.93 28.09 27.91 27.23
28.04 27.76 27.55 27.72 27.23 28.29
28.10 28.04 28.14 28.17 28.29 28.08
28.12 27.98 28,01 28.04 28.08 28.26
27.94 28.05 28,10 28.14 28.26 28.01
27.84 28.02 27.93 28.00 28.01 27.86
27.99 27.86 27.84 27.92 27.86 28.17
28.08 27.93 28.06 28.03 28.17 28.19
27.77 27.82 28.10 28.07 28.19 27.62
27.75 27.74 27.84 27.86 27.62 27.72
27.66 27.77 27.86 27.85 27.72 27.48
27.53 27.81 27.68 27.71 27.48 27.35
27.87 27.82 27.52 27.61 27.35 27.97
27.91 27.87 27.94 27.86 27.97 28.06
27.44 27.80 28.05 27.94 28.06 27.61
27.97 27.83 27.78 27.71 27.61 28.24
27.83 27.87 28.15 27.82 28.24 28.06
27.64 27.79 28.07 27.73 28.06 27.79
27.73 27.68 27.88 27.59 27.79 27.82
27.40 27.68 27,88 27,62 27,82 27,04
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The aim of this dissertation was to prove the necessity of a predictive model for performance
managements systems, as well as developing one for the selected case study. The necessity was
proven by the research done that supports the creation of predictive models, coupled with the fact
that the developed model performed better than a naive prediction. However, the best model has
a RMSE of 0.31, falling short of the target 0.25. Further improvement will be required before the
model can be deployed and integrated with the PMEngine.
5.1 Future Work
The followup to this project should take into consideration the following aspects:
• Domain Separation: Currently, the model predicts the HPU KPI for the whole plant; that is,
it aggregates all domains that constitute it (for example: car model, plant area) and calculates
the future HPU KPI. The model should be able to predict for specific characteristics, such
as the ones described in the example.
• Dataset Improvement: The dataset used only holds values from November 2014 to Febru-
ary 2015. A larger dataset and the addition of external variables to deal with periods of
production line stoppage, that add unwanted instability, could improve the model reliability.
• Algorithm Improvement: The algorithm can still be improved, namely through Feature
Engineering and by tuning the caret parameters. This will result in a lower error, which, in
turn, ensures a better prediction.
• Deployment: The final stage of this project will consist of integrating the developed model
with the PMEngine tool. This will allow for real-time visualization of the predicted values,
using an already established web interface. A deep knowledge of the PMEngine will be re-
quired, namely how it was programmed and where to put it on the web interface, in addition
to writing the code for the predictive model in a language compatible with the PMEngine.
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Alternatively, a stand-alone application can be developed. This way the PMEngine integra-
tion difficulties can be bypassed. A graphical user interface can be created to display the
results, possibly associated with the predictive models developed in this project using the R
language. The raw data supplied to the PMEngine would still be required, to calculate the
previous KPIs.
Appendix A
Code for Predictive Models
##INITIALIZE VARIABLES
rfFitTime <- NULL
svmFitTime <- NULL
M5FitTime <- NULL
plsFitTime <- NULL
true <- NULL
predRF <- NULL
predSVM <- NULL
predM5 <- NULL
predPLS <- NULL
VariacaoHPUpredRF <- NULL
VariacaoHPUpredSVM <- NULL
VariacaoHPUpredM5 <- NULL
VariacaoHPUpredPLS <- NULL
##START
timeSlices <- createTimeSlices(1:nrow(NovDezJanFev), initialWindow = 50,
horizon = 1, fixedWindow = FALSE)
trainSlices <- timeSlices[[1]]
testSlices <- timeSlices[[2]]
myTimeControl <- trainControl(method = "timeslice",
initialWindow = 50,
horizon = 1,
fixedWindow = FALSE)
## random forest (rf)
## COLOR: YELLOW
for(i in 1:length(trainSlices)){
rfFitTime <- train(HPUdiaSeguinte ~ Volume + AVG_Abseenteism +
Overtime_Hours + AVG_Train + ExtendedAttendingInTime + HPU,
data = NovDezJanFev,
method = "rf",
preProc = c("center", "scale"),
tuneLength = 8,
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trControl = myTimeControl)
predRF[i] <- predict(rfFitTime,NovDezJanFev[testSlices[[i]],])
true[i] <- NovDezJanFev$HPUdiaSeguinte[testSlices[[i]]]
}
## Suport Vector Machine (svmRadial)
## COLOR: RED
for(i in 1:length(trainSlices)){
svmFitTime <- train(HPUdiaSeguinte ~ Volume + AVG_Abseenteism +
Overtime_Hours + AVG_Train + ExtendedAttendingInTime + HPU,
data = NovDezJanFev,
method = "svmRadial",
preProc = c("center", "scale"),
tuneLength = 8,
trControl = myTimeControl)
predSVM[i] <- predict(svmFitTime,NovDezJanFev[testSlices[[i]],])
true[i] <- NovDezJanFev$HPUdiaSeguinte[testSlices[[i]]]
}
## Model Tree (M5)
## COLOR: BLUE
for(i in 1:length(trainSlices)){
M5FitTime <- train(HPUdiaSeguinte ~ Volume + AVG_Abseenteism +
Overtime_Hours + AVG_Train + ExtendedAttendingInTime + HPU,
data = NovDezJanFev,
method = "M5",
preProc = c("center", "scale"),
tuneLength = 8,
trControl = myTimeControl)
predM5[i] <- predict(M5FitTime,NovDezJanFev[testSlices[[i]],])
true[i] <- NovDezJanFev$HPUdiaSeguinte[testSlices[[i]]]
}
## Partial Least Squares (pls)
## COLOR: GREEN
for(i in 1:length(trainSlices)){
plsFitTime <- train(HPUdiaSeguinte ~ Volume + AVG_Abseenteism +
Overtime_Hours + AVG_Train + ExtendedAttendingInTime + HPU,
data = NovDezJanFev,
method = "pls",
preProc = c("center", "scale"),
tuneLength = 8,
trControl = myTimeControl)
predPLS[i] <- predict(plsFitTime,NovDezJanFev[testSlices[[i]],])
true[i] <- NovDezJanFev$HPUdiaSeguinte[testSlices[[i]]]
}
##PLOT
for(i in 1:length(trainSlices)){
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plot(true, col = "black", ylab = "true (black) , predRF (yellow),
predSVM (red), predM5 (blue), predPLS (green)",
main = "Aggregated Results" , xlab = "", ylim = range(c(predPLS,true)))
points(predPLS, col = "green")
lines(predPLS, col = "green")
points(predM5, col = "blue")
lines(predM5, col = "blue")
points(predSVM, col = "red")
lines(predSVM, col = "red")
lines (true, col = "black")
}
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Appendix B
Data used for the "Data
Understanding" Stage
Table B.1: Data used for the "Data Understanding" Stage
Volume AVG_Abseenteism AVG_Overtime AVG_Train Attending HPU HPUNextDay
441 168 8 447,43 1787,12 31,07 28,27
482 176,82 3 383,43 1777,38 28,27 28,41
481 170,9 18 380,76 1782,54 28,41 28,04
482 199,78 34 377,43 1762,89 28,04 26,17
482 304,89 38 518,78 1645,33 26,17 28,1
481 170,17 6 446,78 1762,88 28,1 27,97
481 179,68 5 414,78 1754,62 27,97 27,78
420 189,75 5 333,88 1749,82 27,78 27,06
495 196,38 4 400,38 1746,74 27,06 29,59
484 85 32 245,97 1868,1 29,59 29,65
482 91 32 213,97 1864,11 29,65 29,54
482 93 28 131,3 1857,13 29,54 29,56
482 94 34 115,37 1858,12 29,56 29,65
481 96 38 106,37 1860,13 29,64 27,81
482 199,02 7 322,53 1748,16 27,81 28,03
483 171,1 6 176,03 1765,89 28,03 28,06
481 179,68 2 151,87 1760,52 28,06 27,91
484 185,97 4 119,45 1761,79 27,91 27,23
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Table C.1: Data used for developing the Predictive Model
Volume AVG_Abseenteism Overtime_Hours AVG_Train ExtendedAttendingInTime HPU HPUdiaSeguinte
361 68 0 4,811320755 11778,09075 32,62629016 30,12037912
460 68 0 4,811320755 13855,3744 30,12037912 26,96631125
482 198,8525 52,37 12,4384394 12997,76202 26,96631125 27,1921033
481 182,845 65,03 31,52934849 13079,40169 27,1921033 26,93105959
482 194,31625 23,25 18,4384394 12980,77072 26,93105959 28,49111218
482 83,28125 839 16,53846154 13732,71607 28,49111218 28,59816428
481 80 687 16,53846154 13755,71702 28,59816428 24,63379258
481 341,135 169 71,27179487 11848,85423 24,63379258 26,64834929
420 185,48 41,75 56,88205128 11192,3067 26,64834929 25,86945434
495 195,3075 22,75 56,93846154 12805,3799 25,86945434 28,32603432
484 86 275,25 25,625 13709,80061 28,32603432 28,4753829
482 83 155,25 25,625 13725,13456 28,4753829 27,98227831
482 85 40 114,325 13487,45815 27,98227831 27,91882923
482 91 40 126,325 13456,87569 27,91882923 27,86550054
481 93 35 95,325 13403,30576 27,86550054 28,23726064
482 92 33,75 91,33333333 13610,35963 28,23726064 28,24226536
483 88 18,75 91,33333333 13641,01417 28,24226536 25,98421897
481 216,675 58,75 147,1333333 12498,40932 25,98421897 26,15842162
484 184,22625 55,5 115,55 12660,67606 26,15842162 25,75156595
490 193,74 6,5 112,2 12618,26731 25,75156595 21,86898024
449 170,9 29,25 863,3076923 9819,172128 21,86898024 20,41380209
474 199,78125 49,5 863,3076923 9676,14219 20,41380209 22,04710778
472 83,125 716,5 863,3076923 10406,23487 22,04710778 22,04912435
473 80 595,75 863,3076923 10429,23582 22,04912435 27,69630888
473 178,6825 16,5 0 13100,3541 27,69630888 27,5955192
472 188,75 16,75 0 13025,08506 27,5955192 27,53032553
472 195,375 25 0 12994,31365 27,53032553 33,4131426
411 86 231,5 0 13732,80161 33,4131426 28,28834476
486 83 134 0 13748,13556 28,28834476 28,75008309
475 93 0 0 13656,28947 28,75008309 28,85543862
473 93 0 0 13648,62247 28,85543862 28,82317263
473 95 0 0 13633,36066 28,82317263 28,85559118
473 92 0 0 13648,69463 28,85559118 28,98167197
472 88 0 0 13679,34917 28,98167197 31,06992652
441 168,00125 55,03 447,4251462 13701,83759 31,06992652 28,27212418
482 176,81625 19,5 383,4251462 13627,16385 28,27212418 28,41318181
481 170,9 29,25 380,7584795 13666,74045 28,41318181 28,04158417
482 199,78125 49,5 377,4251462 13516,04357 28,04158417 26,17163317
482 304,885 121,5 518,7777778 12614,72719 26,17163317 28,09976815
481 170,1675 34,25 446,7777778 13515,98848 28,09976815 27,96818192
481 179,6825 16,5 414,7777778 13452,6955 27,96818192 27,77626145
420 189,75 16,75 333,8813131 11666,02981 27,77626145 27,05505028
495 196,375 25 400,3777778 13392,24989 27,05505028 29,592447
484 85 0 245,9666667 14322,74435 29,592447 29,65178815
482 91 0 213,9666667 14292,16189 29,65178815 29,54064722
482 93 0 131,3 14238,59196 29,54064722 29,55649818
482 94 0 115,3666667 14246,23212 29,55649818 29,64997564
481 96 0 106,3666667 14261,63828 29,64997564 27,80734105
482 199,01875 50 322,5333333 13403,13839 27,80734105 28,03121451
483 171,10125 48 176,0333333 13539,07661 28,03121451 28,0621041
481 179,6775 4 151,8666667 13497,87207 28,0621041 27,9083416
484 185,96875 7,5 119,45 13507,63734 27,9083416 27,23325931
490 185,305 17 127,4 13344,29706 27,23325931 28,28920638
481 185,8575 37 10403,40433 13607,10827 28,28920638 28,07507065
482 186,4425 27,5 10387,40433 13532,18405 28,07507065 28,2568445
480 182,75 10,5 10338,73767 13563,28536 28,2568445 28,00760776
480 203,10375 14 10307,40433 13443,65172 28,00760776 27,8563961
481 206,125 13,5 10307,80433 13398,92652 27,8563961 28,16590056
481 179,5825 34 14119,81216 13547,79817 28,16590056 28,18532718
483 180,69875 56,5 13945,81216 13613,51303 28,18532718 27,62319544
491 185,6 15,5 13921,14549 13562,98896 27,62319544 27,71996003
488 178,625 31,5 13916,56216 13527,34049 27,71996003 27,4841393
487 208,22 47 13896,81216 13384,77584 27,4841393 27,34816123
483 283,875 42,5 21556,57803 13209,16187 27,34816123 27,97158075
482 188 4 21650,57803 13482,30192 27,97158075 28,0633541
485 167,8125 4 21619,2447 13610,72674 28,0633541 27,60965291
488 186,08375 7 21587,57803 13473,51062 27,60965291 28,24438542
483 180,31375 79 38882,10263 13642,03816 28,24438542 28,05835512
486 171,40625 68,25 38804,10263 13636,36059 28,05835512 27,78868919
486 180 22,12 38757,93596 13505,30294 27,78868919 27,81926892
485 188,565 6,75 38699,60263 13492,34543 27,81926892 27,04459384
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